Mayor’s decision to not renew a contract allowing law-enforcement database comes after consultation, protests.

By Jeff Gammage
and Claudia Primary-Agent

Mayor Kenney won’t renew a controversial city contract that allows federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents to access a key law-enforcement database, known as PARS, “to serve as a check against unphilosophical or otherwise but otherwise law-abiding immigrants in Philadelphia.”

“I cannot in good conscience allow the agreement to continue,” the mayor said.

The decision, announced Friday, follows months of consultation with community groups, lawyers, and immigrant advocates, and weeks of tumultuous protests by anti-ICE demonstrators, who on Wednesday took over and held a City Hall stairway. ICE officials criticized the city’s action as “callously compromising public safety,” and Department of Homeland Security spokeswoman Katie Waldman called it “an irresponsible decision that results in the city harboring criminal aliens.”

“Sanctuary city policies make American communities like Philadelphia lawless by putting the rights of criminal aliens over the safety and security of American citizens,” she said in a statement. “Despite the misguided action taken by Philadelphia today, DHS will continue to work to remove illegal aliens.”

Wall of Flames Hits City

By Steven Zeitchik,
WASHINGTON POST

Dan Spragins (right), 79, of Lake Redding Estates, gets a hug from a friend at the burned-out remains of his home. Thousands of residents scrambled for their lives as a wildfire roared down from forest to subdivisions around the Northern California city of Redding. A fire inspector said a firefighter operating a bulldozer were killed. The fire destroyed at least 500 buildings. Sturry, A2.

CBS board to probe Moonves’ conduct

In a New York article, six women accuse the CEO of sexual harassment.

By Steve Zeitchuk,

The CBS board of directors said Friday that it would investigate allegations of personal misconduct against CBS chief executive Leslie Moonves based on a story in the New Yorker, threatening both the standing and legacy of one of the most powerful television executives in modern media. “All allegations of personal misconduct are to be taken seriously,” the company said before the story was published. “The independent directors of CBS have committed to investigating claims that involve the company’s CEO policies in that regard.”

In the story, six women accused Moonves of sexual harassment and intimidation.

President Trump told report-
eres at the White House that he was thrilled with what he called an “amazing” growth rate and said it wasn’t a “one-time shot.” However, private economists took issue with that forecast.

Quarterly GDP growth

Economy surges at fastest pace since ’14

Trump said it wouldn’t be a “one-time shot,” though some experts disagreed.

By Martin Crutsinger
WASHINGTO N — The U.S. economy soared in the April-June quarter to an annual growth rate of 4.1 percent, the Commerce Department said Friday. That’s the fastest pace since 2014, driven by consumers who began spending their tax cuts and exporters who rushed to get their products delivered ahead of retaliatory tariffs.

We have accomplished an economic turnaround of historic proportions.
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